corporate images
SKC Corporate Images is a leading clothing manufacturer in both ladies and men's corporate wear. We are proud to be a South African operation and take great pride in our ability to not only supply our clients with our standard range but also to custom design uniforms and fabric to suit their specific needs. Our operation is fully BEE compliant with a level 4 rating.

Our fabrics are sourced from local suppliers wherever possible, and are carefully selected to ensure optimum comfort and functionality. Our styling ensures we are able to cater for a variety of tastes, shapes and fashion preferences while keeping a professional look.

We offer a personalized fitting service at your premises, ensuring your staff can fit the correct size garment. The order can then be processed with as little inconvenience to your business as possible.

All deliveries are individually packaged to ensure ease of distribution for our customers. Delivery is 4-6 weeks from order date.

Efficient and friendly client service is our utmost priority and our friendly staff are always only a phone call away.
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Cammi Blouse

The Cammi top is a basic essential that can be worn alone or under a blouse. Feel cool and confident in this corporate must-have!

FABRIC: Crinkle polyester viscose
FEATURES: Extended length - side slits for ease of movement - RELAXED FIT to compliment all body shapes.
COLOURS: Black, Navy, White
SIZES: 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50

Refilwe Blouse

The Refilwe blouse has been specifically designed with femininity in mind. Sleeveless.

FABRIC: Koshibo
FEATURES: Feminine removable neck tie - bust darts - sleeveless - slits on the sides - RELAXED FIT to compliment all body shapes - wash and wear fabric.
COLOURS: Black, Red, Camel, Sky, Navy, Lavender
SIZES: 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54
Louise Blouse

The Louise blouse is a great easy to wear garment with a feminine neckline that suits any working wardrobe and looks classy. Short sleeves.

Fabric: Koshibo
Features: Feminine neckline - short sleeves - slits on the sides - RELAXED FIT to compliment all body shapes - wash and wear fabric.
Colours: Black, Red, Camel, Sky, Navy, Lavender
Sizes: 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54

Bokang Blouse

The Bokang blouse is a great easy to wear garment that suits any working wardrobe and looks classy. Short sleeves.

Fabric: Koshibo
Features: Bust darts - short sleeves - slits on the sides - RELAXED FIT to complement all body shapes - wash and wear fabric.
Colours: Black, Red, Camel, Sky, Navy, White, Lavender
Sizes: 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54

All Products are made to order with a manufacturing time of 4-6 weeks for standard products.
Megan Blouse
The Megan blouse has been specifically designed with femininity in mind. Short sleeves.

**FABRIC:** Koshibo
**FEATURES:** Feminine removable neck tie - bust darts - short sleeve - slits on the sides - RELAXED FIT to compliment all body shapes - wash and wear fabric.
**COLOURS:** Black, Red, Camel, Sky, Navy, Lavender
**SIZES:** 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54

Ladies short sleeve New Yorker Blouse
The short sleeve New Yorker blouse is great, easy to wear garment that suits any working wardrobe and is ideal for creating a unified corporate look by combining it with the men’s New Yorker shirt.

**FABRIC:** Yarn-dye
**FEATURES:** Bust darts - short sleeves - slits on the sides - RELAXED FIT to compliment all body shapes - matching men’s range.
**COLOURS:** Blue and White Stripe, Grey and White Stripe
**SIZES:** 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54
Ladies short sleeve Pago Blouse
The short sleeve Pago blouse is a great, easy to wear garment that suits any working wardrobe and is ideal for creating a unified corporate look by combining it with the men’s Pago shirt.

**FABRIC:** Yarn-dye

**FEATURES:** Bust darts - short sleeves - slits on the sides - RELAXED FIT to compliment all body shapes - matching men’s range.

**COLOURS:** Blue and White Stripe

**SIZES:** 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54

Ladies three-quarter Pago Blouse
The three-quarter Pago blouse celebrates the female form with front and back darts and curved waistline, and is ideal for creating a unified corporate look by combining it with the men’s Pago shirts. Three-quarter sleeves.

**FABRIC:** Yarn-dye

**FEATURES:** Front and back darts - three-quarter sleeves - CLASSIC FIT is more tailored without being too fitted - matching men’s range.

**COLOURS:** Blue stripe

**SIZES:** 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54

Ladies three-quarter Kingston Blouse
The three-quarter Kingston blouse celebrates the female form with front and back darts and curved waistline, and is ideal for creating a unified corporate look by combining it with the men’s Kingston shirts. Three-quarter sleeves.

**FABRIC:** Yarn-dye

**FEATURES:** Front and back darts - three-quarter sleeves - CLASSIC FIT is more tailored without being too fitted - matching men’s range.

**COLOURS:** Blue Check

**SIZES:** 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54

All Products are made to order with a manufacturing time of 4-6 weeks for standard products.
**Michelle Blouse**

The Michelle blouse is a great easy to wear garment, V-neck with slits on the sides. Three-quarter sleeves.

**FEATURES:**
- V-neck - three-quarter sleeve - slits for ease of movement - RELAXED FIT to compliment all body shapes - wash and wear fabric.

**COLOURS:**
- Black, Red, Camel, Sky, Navy, Lavender

**SIZES:**
- 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54

**Jane Blouse**

The Jane blouse celebrates the female form with its soft fabric, front and back darts and curved waistline. Three quarter sleeves.

**FEATURES:**
- Front and back darts - three-quarter sleeves - CLASSIC FIT is more tailored without being too fitted - wash and wear fabric.

**COLOURS:**
- Black, Red, Camel, Sky, Navy, Lavender

**SIZES:**
- 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54
Ladies three-quarter Sydney Blouse

The three-quarter Sydney blouse celebrates the female form with front and back darts and curved waistline, and is ideal for creating a unified corporate look by combining it with the men’s Sydney shirts. Three quarter sleeves.

**FABRIC:** Yarn-dye
**FEATURES:** Front and back darts - three-quarter sleeves - CLASSIC FIT is more tailored without being too fitted - matching men’s range.
**COLOURS:** Black and White Stripe, Blue and White Stripe
**SIZES:** 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54

---

Ladies three-quarter New Yorker Blouse

The three-quarter New Yorker blouse celebrates the female form with front and back darts and curved waistline, and is ideal for creating a unified corporate look by combining it with the men’s New Yorker shirts. Three quarter sleeves.

**FABRIC:** Yarn-dye
**FEATURES:** Front and back darts - three-quarter sleeves - CLASSIC FIT is more tailored without being too fitted - matching men’s range.
**COLOURS:** Blue and White Stripe, Grey and White Stripe
**SIZES:** 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54

---

All Products are made to order with a manufacturing time of 4-6 weeks for standard products.
Ladies three-quarter Delhi Blouse
The three-quarter Delhi blouse celebrates the female form with front and back darts and curved waistline, and is ideal for creating a unified corporate look by combining it with the men’s Delhi shirts. Three-quarter sleeves.

FABRIC: Yarn-dye
FEATURES: Front and back darts - three-quarter sleeves - CLASSIC FIT is more tailored without being too fitted - matching men’s range.

COLOURS: Olive Green Stripe
SIZES: 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54

Ladies three-quarter Texas Blouse
The three-quarter Texas blouse celebrates the female form with front and back darts and curved waistline, and is ideal for creating a unified corporate look by combining it with the men’s Texas shirts. Three-quarter sleeves.

FABRIC: Yarn-dye
FEATURES: Front and back darts - three-quarter sleeves - CLASSIC FIT is more tailored without being too fitted - matching men’s range.

COLOURS: Stone Check
SIZES: 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54

Ladies long sleeve Pago Blouse
The long sleeve Pago blouse is a great, easy to wear garment that suits any working wardrobe and is ideal for creating a unified corporate look by combining it with the men’s Pago shirts.

FABRIC: Yarn-dye
FEATURES: Bust darts - long sleeves - slits on the sides - RELAXED FIT to complement all body shapes - matching men’s range.

COLOURS: Blue and White Stripe
SIZES: 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54
Atlegang Blouse

The Atlegang blouse has been specifically designed with femininity in mind. Long sleeves.

**FABRIC:** Koshibo

**FEATURES:** Feminine removable neck tie - bust darts - long sleeve - slits on the sides - RELAXED FIT to compliment all body shapes - wash and wear fabric.

**COLOURS:** Black, Red, Camel, Sky, Navy, Lavender

**SIZES:** 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54

Itumuleng Blouse

The Itumuleng blouse is a great, easy to wear garment that suits any working wardrobe and looks classy. Long sleeves.

**FABRIC:** Koshibo

**FEATURES:** Bust darts - long sleeves - slits on the sides - RELAXED FIT to complement all body shapes - wash and wear fabric.

**COLOURS:** Black, Red, Camel, Sky, Navy, White, Lavender

**SIZES:** 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54

All Products are made to order with a manufacturing time of 4-6 weeks for standard products.
Palesa Blouse

The Palesa blouse is a great, easy to wear garment with a feminine neckline that suits any working wardrobe and looks classy. Long sleeves.

**Fabric:** Koshibo

**Features:**
- Feminine neckline
- Long sleeves
- Slits on the sides
- Relaxed fit to compliment all body shapes
- Wash and wear fabric

**Colours:** Black, Red, Camel, Sky, Navy, Lavender

**Sizes:** 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54

---

Ladies long sleeve New Yorker Blouse

The long sleeve New Yorker blouse is a great, easy to wear garment that suits any working wardrobe and is ideal for creating a unified corporate look by combining it with the men’s New Yorker shirts.

**Fabric:** Yarn-dye

**Features:**
- Bust darts
- Long sleeves
- Slits on the sides
- Relaxed fit to compliment all body shapes
- Matching men’s range

**Colours:** Blue and White Stripe, Grey and White Stripe

**Sizes:** 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54